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Introduction

Public liability for damages resulting from a nuclear accident has been a

statutory natter in the United States since 1957. As many of you are aware,

this statute, which is actually a part of the Atomic Energy Act, is known as

the Price-Anderson Act.-^ For almost twenty-five years the Price-Anderson

Act has fostered a special relationship between insurers and the Federal

government, a relationship recently brought into sharp focus by the nuclear

accident at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station.

The principal aim of my remarks today will be to review developments in the

Price-Anderson system from the latest extension of the statute in 1975 to the

present. Although I will describe general legislative and judicial develop-

ments, the majority of my address will be devoted to how the Price-Anderson

system has weathered its first major test in regard to Three Mile Island.

At the end i will offer a few brief thoughts on the application of the

Price-Anderson system to high-level waste facilities, a topic of increasing

interest in the United States.

Outline of the Price-Anderson System

Permit me to begin with a concise description of the Price-Anderson system as

it exists today, with apologies to those already familiar with this material.

At its inception the Price-Anderson Act had two basic purposes: to encourage

commercial development of nuclear power, and to provide an assured recovery
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fund to compensate the public in the event of a nuclear accident. The former

purpose was mainly accomplished by providing a limitation on liability of

$560 million for utilities and other companies participating in the nuclear

industry. The latter purpose was served by requiring that licensees of the

Commission (then tne Atomic Energy Commission, now the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission) maintain "financial protection" in the form of private insurance

or its equivalent, and that these licensees be indemnified by the Commission

in an amount not to exceed $500 million.

Two insurance pools were formed to serve the nuclear industry's Price-

Anderson needs. At first $60 million was made available in private insurance

which, when added to the $500 million in government indemnity, provided the

full $560 million. The 1965 extension of the Act provided that government

indemnity was to be gradually reduced by the amount that private insurance

exceeded $60 million. Over the years this private insurance fund has grown

to $160 million. Government indemnity is further reduced, however, by a

"secondary layer" of financial protection, also termed the "retrospectjhre

premium layer." This layer was added by Congress when it re-examined and

extended the Price-Anderson Act in 1975. In addition to buying private

insurance, each licensee of a large commercial power reactor is required to

participate in an industry-wide pool. In the event of a "nuclear incident"

(a term defined in the Act)-' causing public liability in excess of the

primary insurance layer of financial protection, each member of this pool

can be assessed (on a pro rata basis) up to $5' mil lion per reactor unit per
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year. The private insurance pools, which have accepted the task of adminis-

tering the retrospective premium layer, also provide a $30 million "back-up"

fund in the event some utilities could not meet their assessments. With 72

units now in operation, this secondary layer adds $360 million in coverage

over and above the private insurance. The government's share of the $560

million has thus been reduced to $560-[$160+$360] or $40 million, and this

share may be expected to disappear altogether as new units are licensed to

operate and private insurance increases. Once the $560 million level is

passed, the Act provides that the liability limit will continue to increase

to the sum of insurance and retrospective premium contributions.

A few other basic features of the Price-Anderson bear mentioning.* The Act '

covers all persons who may be liable for damages to the public resulting from

a nuclear incident, except the Commission itself.—' This "omnibus11 provision

was viewed as necessary to protect architect-engineers, nuclear steam system

suppliers, and suppliers of parts and services, who might otherwise have

declined to enter the nuclear field. While all reactor licensees are required

by the Act itself to participate in the Price-Anderson system, the Act also

vests in the Commission discretion to extend Price-Anderson to other cate-

gories of licensees. Finally, both the Commission and the U.S. Department of

Energy have statutory authority to require financial protection from, and to
At

indemnify, their contractors.—' Contractor indemnification is also limited

to $500 mil l ion.
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As a prelude to the discussion of Three Nile Island, one additional and

important feature of the Price-Anderson Act must be discussed: the concept

of the "extraordinary nuclear occurrence", or ENO. Such an occurrence is

defined by the Act as a nuclear incident causing both substantial offsite

damiges and substantial offsite radiation or radioactive contamination.

These dual criteria are further defined by Commission regulations, to which I

will return below. The significance of an ENO is that its occurrence at a

commercial power reactor triggers certain "waivers of defenses" provisions

incorporated into licensee insurance policies and indemnity agreements.

These waivers essentially provide liability without fault, that is, claimants

alleging damage from the ENO need not prove negligence in order to recover.

The waivers also include a twenty-year statute of limitations. Another

provision of the Act pro/ides that, in the event of an ENO, all damage

actions can be consolidated in the United States District Court where the

ENO occurred. This provision vests the court with exclusive authority to

decide damage claims and allocate Price-Anderson funds among the claimants.

Constitutionality of Liability Limitation

One truly significant event occurred between the 1975 extension of the

Price-Anderson Act and the Three Mile Island accident which I would like to

touch on briefly. Several years prior to the extension, two environmental

groups brought suit in Federal court alleging that the Price-Anderson Act's

limitation on liability violated the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses

of the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution. The District
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Court agreed with these claims, and held the liability limitation unconsti-

tutional.—' In 1978 the Supreme Court of the United States reversed this

judgment, holding that the liability limitation was a constitutional exercise

of Congressional power.—' Although the constitutionality of the Act had not

been seriously questioned prior to this case, this unanimous judgment of the

Supreme Court (there were, however, several opinions) removed all doubt of

the Act's validity.

Three Mile Island - A Test of the System?

Prior to the accident at Three Mile Island, only one public liability claim

had been paid out of the licensee Price-Anderson insurance system, in the

amount of $3500. Government indemnity has obviously not been used, and may

well be phased out entirely (by the retrospective premium system explained

above) without loss. We thus arrive at March 28, 1979—the date of the

accident—with an essentially untried system of public compensation. For

those of you not familiar with the accident at Three Mile Island, I will

describe it briefly with emphasis placed on offsite consequences.

I might begin by saying that this accident was not at all the kind antici-

pated by Congress (and others) in establishing the Price-Anderson system.

The onsite consequences were severe, as I am sure you are aware. A signifi-

cant portion of the reactor core melted from lack of adequate cooling. Many

of the fuel elements in the core burst from the intense heat, releasing

highly radioactive fission products into the primary coolant. This coolant
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then escaped into the containment building, along with hydrogen gas generated

in the core. A local hydrogen explosion also took place inside the containment.

Some of the fission products released from the damaged core did escape into

the environment and moved offsite* Although radiation monitoring during the

course of the accident was not ideal, it was nevertheless clear that offsite

exposure levels never approached the danger point. As a precaution, however,

a voluntary evacuation of pregnant women and children was carried out within

a five-mile radius of the reactor. Many other individuals left the area

while the situation was viewed as potentially dangerous, particularly when

it was uncertain whether a more severe hydrogen explosion might occur and

result in loss of containment integrity. (This fear later proved to be

groundless.) Briefly stated, businesses and individuals alike within, say,

twenty-five wiles of the reactor experienced varying amounts of loss and

dislocation during the course of the accident. To the best of our knowledge,

no person suffered adverse health effects directly attributable to radiation

dosage since the maximum offsite individual dose did not exceed about a tenth

of a rem.

As soon as the severity of the accident became known and prior to the

evacuation, the nuclear insurance pools sent personnel Into the area to

accept and pay claims. Payment of claims directly related to the evacuation

began almost immediately, in part because individual families had suffered

easily demonstrable expenses, both in travel costs and lost wages. Even-

tually the insurance pools voluntarily paid about $1.2 million in evacuation
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claims and about $100,000 in lost waaes. Other claims, such as those for

business losses, were accepted but not paid pending the outcome of the many

lawsuits which were filed soon after the accident.

Uithin months after the accident, a variety of individual and class action

suits had been filed before the United States District Court in Harrisburg,

Pennsylvania. Some of these cases alleged personal injury resulting from the

accident, generally in the form of severe mental stress rather than direct

radiation-related illness. Many other cases sought recovery for business

losses and diminution in property values. The District Court was unwilling

to accept the personal injury cases in the form of a class action, since

different issues of fact and proof of damages would pertain to each indi-

vidual plaintiff. The court did certify three classes of plaintiffs:

(1) businesses alleging economic harm, (2) individuals alleging economic

harm, and (3) individuals (and their first-generation progeny) who lived

or worked near Three Mile Island during the accident period for medical

detection services. Each class was geographically limited to a twenty-five

mile radius from the reactor.

This consolidated class action was recently settled by the parties for a

total ot $25 million. Of this sum, $20 million is allocated to pay the

individual loss claims filed by members of Classes I and II. The remaining

$5 million is termed a "Public Health Fund" to be used for a variety of

purposes focusing on the monitoring of possible long-term effects of the

radiation releases associated with the accident.
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Another major lawsuit has been filed, again a class action, seeking recovery

of replacement power costs for electric customers beyond the <!5-mile radius

used In the settled case. Since these costs have already mounted Into the

hundreds of millions of dollars, the potential claims In this case could far

exceed those In the settled case. A major issue, however, is whether the

courts have jurisdiction over such a matter, which is ordinarily within the

regulatory jurisdiction of public utility commissions. It is also doubtful

whether the cost of replacement power is a loss recoverable under

Price-Anderson.

Running somewhat in parallel with the now-settled class action was the

Commission's "extraordinary nuclear occurrence" (ENO) determination. The

statutory definition of an ENO provides that the Commission must apply its

own criteria to determine whether or not a particular accident is an ENO.

Furthermore, this determination is not reviewable in the courts, thus

avoiding protracted litigation which could delay lawsuits seeking recovery

under Price-Anderson. In August of 1979, the Commission examined the acci-

dent at Three Mile Island for this purpose, and formed a Commission staff

panel to gather the evidence and make recommendations. I might note in

passing that the District Court in Harrisburg requested that the Commission

expedite this decision, since the outcome could influence the conduct of the

lawsuits pending before the court.

As I noted above, two tests must be met for a nuclear incident to be an ENO:

substantial offsite radiation and substantial offsite damages. Each of these

tests is quantified by the Commission's ENO criteria, which were developed

by public rulemaking.-^ Criterion I deals with doses to persons and with
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radioactive contamination of offsite property. Criterion II sets out a

number of damage categories, including loses' due to personal injuries and

deaths and damage to property. The Commission must be able to find that both

criteria have been met in order to determine that an ENO has taken place.

The report of the staff panel— to the Commission found conclusively that

Criterion I had not been met, and the panel therefore recommended that the

Commission determine the Three Mile Island accident not to be an ENO. The

panel's report also outlined, however, a number of difficulties with apply-

ing Criterion II to an accident of this type. In essence the panel found

it difficult to determine what types of accident-related effects could be

termed "damages." For example, should business losses related to voluntary

evacuation be included? The panel also found that some types of alleged

losses would be extremely difficult to quantify, e.g., claims for decline

in property values as a result of proximity to the reactor site.

The Commission accepted the staff panel's report and formally determined

that the accident at Three Mile Island was not an "extraordinary nuclear

occurrence" as defined by the statute. In its decision the Commission

reiterated some of the problems with applying this concept to an accident

such as that at Three Mile Island.—' The Commission stated that it would

reexamine its own ENO regulations in light of this experience. This

rulemaking is continuing today, even though there has been some movement

in Congress to eliminate the ENO concept entirely.
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One additional statutory problem was brought to light by the Three Mile

Island experience, which night be phrased thus: when does one accident end

and another begin? Prior to the accident one usually assumed that a nuclear

accident severe enough to bring Price-Anderqn into play would be a discrete

and clearly delimitable event. This did not prove to be the case. While

most of the radioactive material released "at Three Mile Island escaped during

the first few days, a continuing danger of further releases existed for many

days thereafter, until the reactor was brought to a "cold shutdown." Given

slightly different circumstances, small releases from the reactor could have

continued for some time. If a small breach had occurred in the containment,

a continuous release could have resulted, with low-level exposures

accumulating over time into substantial doses. Finally, even after the

reactor had been brought to a cold shutdown, an accident during cleanup

operations could conceivably result in a radioactive release even greater

than the initial accident. In all of these scenarios, it is difficult to

decide whether one single, serious accident has occurred over a long span of

time, or whether a series of accidents, each relatively minor, have occurred

sequentially.

This question is important for several reasons. First, the $560 million

liability limitation applies for a "single nuclear incident." If one

found two successive incidents at the same facility, indemnity might be

doubled, but insurance coverage, which must be reinstated after each loss

upon request of the insured and by agreement of the insurer, probably would

not double. This situation is further complicated by the retrospective
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premium layer, which provides $5 million per reactor per incident but no

more than $10 million per reactor per year. It is possible that some

utilities might be hard put to pay two assessments in rapid succession at a

time when reactor shutdowns may be common, as was the cass following Three

Mile Island.

Second, neither of two smaller "incidents" might satisfy the £N0 criteria,

while considering them one larger accident might do so. In the former case,

the waivers of defenses would not apply, while in the latter these waivers

could be activated. If the first "incident" did not qualify as an ENO, but

the second "incident" (perhaps occurring during a cleanup operation) did

meet the criteria, what standard would apply to subsequent damage claims

which rested upon a cumulative dose resulting from both "incidents"?

Before closing the subject of Three Mile Island, I should mention the

property insurance aspects of the accident, even though property insurance is

not part of the Price-Anderson system. The same insurance pools which offer

liability insurance under Price-Anderson also underwrite property insurance

policies for commercial power plants. At the time of the Three Mile Island

accident, these policies were written for $300 million per site. It is <r?ow

abundantly clear that the cleanup operation at Three Mile Island will require

far more than $300 million. This insurance fund has proved extremely

valuable, however, in that it provided the utility an immediate source of

funds, at a time when the utility was hard-pressed for cash and credit. In

recent testimony before Congress, the utility owner of Three Mile Island
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stated that the property insurance was now its sole source of funds to

continue the cleanup. As I speak that fund is virtually exhausted, and it

remains to be seen whether other sources of funding or credit wilT be made

available.

Looking back on the accident with more than two years1 perspective, it is

fair to say that the Price-Anderson system worked well in most respects. I

have mentioned some problems which need to be addressed by the Commission

and possibly by the Congress, but by and large the system operated as it was

designed to operate. One might argue that this was not a true test of the

system, in that neither the retrospective premium layer nor government

indemnity were used and ths lawsuits (at least the class actions) were

settled without extended litigation. In answer we may be thankful that

the accident did not reach such proportions—after all, the Price-Anderson

system is, like a defensive weapon, something which one may need but hopes

never to use.

Legislative Developments

It should come as no surprise that the accident at Three Mile Island and its

aftermath stirred the legislative pot in the United States Congress. In the

months following the accident, a variety of bills were introduced in both

Houses of Congress and several public hearings were held in regard to these

proposals. Without going into the details of each bill, I will try to

summarize the various approaches offered.
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Some of the proposed legislation focuses on the ENO/waivers system. For the

most part, these bills would eliminate the ENO threshold while retaining the

waivers of defenses for any "nuclear incident" at an indemnified facility.

Several bills would also increase the statute of limitations from the present

twenty years to as much as forty years.

The principal focus of proposed legislation, however, has been the limitation

on liability. Even though damages at Three Mile Island (not including damage

to the reactor or the utility) did not even approach the current limit of

$560 million, a number of Congressmen and Senators expressed the view that

this limitation was too low, or should be deleted entirely. The approaches

to increase coverage, however, varied widely. Some proposed to eliminate

government indemnity, arguing that this was a "subsidy" to the nuclear

industry, while others sought to increase government indemnity to as much as

$3.5 billion. There was a general trend to increase the "retrospective

premium" layer, from a fourfold increase to as much as a tenfold increase,

i.e. an assessment of up to $50 million per reactor unit. One of the bills

would require nuclear steam system suppliers and architect-engineers to

participate in the retrospective premium system in the amount of $25 million

per unit supplied or designed.

I would go into greater detail regarding these various proposals but for the

fact that Congressional interest seems to have waned in the latest session of

Congress. None of the bills* either House or Senate, has gone beyond the

committee stage, and many never went far beyond introduction.
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High-Level Waste Facilities

In the next several years, however, we may see the application of the exist-

ing Price-Anderson system to a new class of facilities: high-level waste

treatment plants and disposal sites. The high-level waste program in the

United States has become a Federal government effort, as many of you may

know. The Department of Energy will be responsible for developing a high-

level waste treatment and disposal program, and for constructing facilities

necessary to carry out this program. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has

been granted licensing authority over such facilities.—^ One consequence

of this licensing authority is that the Commission will, at its discretion,

be able to extend Price-Anderson coverage to high-level waste facilities.

As I noted above, the Department of Energy has concurrent authority to

indemnify its contractors, and could do so in this context.

Since we are still years away from licensing high-level waste facilities,

the Commission has not yet decided whether the Price-Anderson Act should be

applied in this area. Issues to be considered are the risks associated with

such facilities, the adequacy of private insurance, and the role of the

Federal government in owning these facilities. In regard to the last of

these factors, it should be recalled that one of the major purposes of the

Price-Anderson Act was to remove a potential barrier to commercial develop-

ment of nuclear power, which, until the passage of the Atomic Energy Act of

1954, was entirely a government program.
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Conclusion

The last extension of Price-Anderson, passed by Congress in late 1975, is due

to expire August 1, 1987. The Commission is required to submit a complete

report to Congress four years prior to that date.—' This report must contain

an evaluation of the need'for continuing or modifying the statute, along with

the Commission's recommendations for repeal or modification of particular

provisions. In preparing this report the Commission will consult with a wide

range of concerned parties, including the insurance industry, licensed utili-

ties, and State governments, and will solicit views from other interested

members of the public. Since the report is due in just over two years, I

expect that this review process will begin soon. A comprehensive look at

the Price-Anderson system seems very much in order, and may be expected to

focus on whether the system continues to serve the purposes for which it was

designed. Three Mile Island illuminated some deficiencies but did not -

most thankfully - test the system to its limits.
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